New genes can arise by duplication and divergence, but there is a fundamental gap in our understanding of the relationship between these genes, the evolving proteins they encode, and the fitness of the organism. Here we used crystallography, NMR dynamics, kinetics, and mass spectrometry to explain the molecular innovations that arose during a previous real-time evolution experiment. In that experiment, the (βα) 8 barrel enzyme HisA was under selection for two functions (HisA and TrpF), resulting in duplication and divergence of the hisA gene to encode TrpF specialists, HisA specialists, and bifunctional generalists. We found that selection affects enzyme structure and dynamics, and thus substrate preference, simultaneously and sequentially. Bifunctionality is associated with two distinct sets of loop conformations, each essential for one function. We observed two mechanisms for functional specialization: structural stabilization of each loop conformation and substrate-specific adaptation of the active site. Intracellular enzyme performance, calculated as the product of catalytic efficiency and relative expression level, was not linearly related to fitness. Instead, we observed thresholds for each activity above which further improvements in catalytic efficiency had little if any effect on growth rate. Overall, we have shown how beneficial substitutions selected during real-time evolution can lead to manifold changes in enzyme function and bacterial fitness. This work emphasizes the speed at which adaptive evolution can yield enzymes with sufficiently high activities such that they no longer limit the growth of their host organism, and confirms the (βα) 8 barrel as an inherently evolvable protein scaffold.
New genes can arise by duplication and divergence, but there is a fundamental gap in our understanding of the relationship between these genes, the evolving proteins they encode, and the fitness of the organism. Here we used crystallography, NMR dynamics, kinetics, and mass spectrometry to explain the molecular innovations that arose during a previous real-time evolution experiment. In that experiment, the (βα) 8 barrel enzyme HisA was under selection for two functions (HisA and TrpF), resulting in duplication and divergence of the hisA gene to encode TrpF specialists, HisA specialists, and bifunctional generalists. We found that selection affects enzyme structure and dynamics, and thus substrate preference, simultaneously and sequentially. Bifunctionality is associated with two distinct sets of loop conformations, each essential for one function. We observed two mechanisms for functional specialization: structural stabilization of each loop conformation and substrate-specific adaptation of the active site. Intracellular enzyme performance, calculated as the product of catalytic efficiency and relative expression level, was not linearly related to fitness. Instead, we observed thresholds for each activity above which further improvements in catalytic efficiency had little if any effect on growth rate. Overall, we have shown how beneficial substitutions selected during real-time evolution can lead to manifold changes in enzyme function and bacterial fitness. This work emphasizes the speed at which adaptive evolution can yield enzymes with sufficiently high activities such that they no longer limit the growth of their host organism, and confirms the (βα) 8 barrel as an inherently evolvable protein scaffold.
HisA | TrpF | adaptive evolution | enzyme performance threshold A central question in biology is how new genes, and thus new enzymes, emerge. Experimental evolution and phylogenetic sequence analysis have shown that horizontal gene transfer, de novo evolution, gene fusion/fission, and the duplication of preexisting genes with subsequent divergence all contribute to this process (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) . One model for duplication and divergence, the IAD (innovationamplification-divergence) model (6) , posits that a candidate for duplication is a gene whose protein product not only performs its primary function, but also carries out a secondary, nonessential function (innovation). Such promiscuous proteins are common in all organisms (7) . If conditions arise that make the secondary function important, then selection for increased gene copy number could satisfy the need for more of that protein (amplification). Once a mutation in one extra copy improves the secondary function of the resulting protein, the survival of that duplicate and the probability of its evolution toward specialization increases (divergence).
The IAD model was previously tested experimentally in Salmonella enterica, to show that new genes can evolve rapidly in bacteria to perform novel functions (8) . The model system involved the N′-[(5′-phosphoribosyl)formimino]-5-aminoimidazole-4-carboxamide ribonucleotide (ProFAR) isomerase, HisA, which catalyzes an essential step in histidine biosynthesis (Fig. 1A) . In an S. enterica strain in which the trpF gene was deleted from the chromosome, a spontaneous hisA mutation was selected that could complement the resulting tryptophan auxotrophy. Growth rate data showed that this mutant, HisA(dup13-15/D10G), catalyzed both the HisA and TrpF (phosphoribosylanthranilate isomerase) reactions (Fig.  1A) , albeit suboptimally. Using this bifunctional mutant as a starting point, continuous selection for improved HisA and TrpF activities led to the creation of new genes by duplication and divergence. In fewer than 3,000 generations of growth under selection, the ancestral hisA variant was amplified, and then individual gene copies acquired point mutations, allowing them to diverge to encode either TrpF specialists, HisA specialists, or generalists performing both reactions (Fig. 1B) .
To understand how growth under selection honed the bifunctional HisA(dup13-15/D10G) variant during real-time evolution, we have characterized 11 enzymes-3 HisA specialists (including HisA itself), 3 TrpF specialists, and 5 generalists-using various structural and functional approaches. This has allowed us to relate changes in genotype (mutations) to changes in phenotype (enzyme kinetics, expression level, structure, and dynamics) and to organismal fitness (growth rate).
Results
Functional Analyses. We first characterized each of the nine individual enzymes that make up the evolutionary trajectory in Fig. 1B (mutation sites indicated in Fig. 1C ). We purified these enzymes Significance New proteins can evolve by duplication of the genes that encode them, followed by specialization of the different copies. However, how the growth rate of an organism is coupled to the changes in a protein's structure and function occurring during this process is not known. Here we show at atomic resolution how selection for the growth of a bacterium led to the evolution of HisA proteins with either a new function or two functions (old and new). We found that a distinct protein conformation is responsible for each function, and that a better enzyme leads to faster growth only up to a certain threshold. This study provides insight into how evolution works, from atomic to whole-organism levels.
and measured their Michaelis-Menten kinetic parameters in vitro. In parallel, we used a multiplexed tandem mass tagging approach to determine their relative expression levels during exponential-phase growth. This allowed us to determine a performance parameter for each enzyme, P = (k cat /K M ) × (relative enzyme level), which determines the relative rate of intracellular product formation. The performances of the enzymes, plotted along the trajectories in which they evolved, are shown in Fig. 2A . Kinetic parameters and relative expression levels of each enzyme are presented in Table 1 .
The first innovations in the previous evolution experiment generated a gene encoding the weakly bifunctional ancestor, HisA (dup13-15/D10G). Growth experiments previously showed that duplication of codons [13] [14] [15] , but restored HisA activity to 6% of the wild-type (WT) level. The intracellular performances of HisA(dup13-15) and HisA(dup13-15/ D10G) were further diminished by their expression levels, which were reduced to ∼60% of HisA (Table 1) .
Starting from HisA(dup13-15/D10G), duplication and divergence yielded a series of new genes encoding enzymes with one or both of the activities under selection. In the first 500 generations of growth under selection, amplification of the gene for HisA (dup13-15/D10G) was accompanied by fixation of the additional mutation, G102A (Fig. 1B) . G102A increased TrpF performance fourfold, while diminishing HisA performance by a similar amount (mutation 3 in Fig. 2A) . Thus, the ratio of the specificity constants,
, dropped from 550 in HisA(dup13-15/ D10G) to 42 in HisA(dup13-15/D10G/G102A). As expected, this change in kinetic parameters was accompanied by significant improvements in organismal growth rates under conditions requiring TrpF activity or both TrpF and HisA activity (SI Appendix, Table  S1 ). Despite its reduced HisA activity, HisA(dup13-15/D10G/ G102A) also conferred improved growth when only this activity was required (i.e., in tryptophan-supplemented medium). Further studies are needed to explain this observation.
Divergence was first observed after 1,000 generations of evolution, with emergence of the gene encoding HisA(D10G/G102A) ( . Approximately 10% of all enzymes that have been characterized from amino acid, fatty acid, and nucleotide metabolism have specificity constants at or below this level (9) . Thus, our study emphasizes the speed with which adaptive evolution can yield new enzymes with kinetic parameters that are comparable to those of existing specialized enzymes. The final mutation that increased TrpF performance was V106L when introduced into HisA(dup13-15/D10G/G102A/Q24L) (mutation 7 in Fig. 2A ). This abolished HisA activity and increased P TrpF via an increased expression level (Table 1) . No mutation increased both activities simultaneously (Fig. 2) .
In total, seven of the enzymes shown in Fig. 1B exhibited TrpF activity (three TrpF specialists and four bifunctional isomerases). Notably, none of these were saturated at the highest assayable concentration (2 mM) of the substrate, phosphoribosylanthranilate (PRA). Instead, k cat /K M was estimated from the linear part of the Michaelis-Menten plot. This finding implies that all of the variants have K M PRA >2 mM. The variant with the lowest Michaelis constant, HisA(dup13-15/D10G), appeared to have a K M PRA close to 2 mM. In contrast, the highest K M ProFAR measured for any enzyme with HisA activity was 100 μM (Table 1 and vide infra). In the bifunctional enzymes (and thus the TrpF specialists descended from them), selection acted to hone turnover rather than ground state discrimination of the two competing substrates. In contrast, TrpF-active mutants generated by error-prone PCR from an artificial HisA/HisF chimera (10), as well as PriA, a bifunctional HisA/ TrpF enzyme from Mycobacterium tuberculosis (11), exhibit micromolar values for K M PRA . This discrepancy highlights the different biochemical outcomes that can be realized depending on the starting scaffold and the nature of selection (from entirely artificial to adaptive over millions of years).
In addition to the trajectory shown in Fig. 1B , the real-time evolution experiment (8) also yielded a single example in which cells had lost the specialist HisA(D10G/G102A). Instead, the variant HisA(dup13-15/D10G/G102A/G11D/G44E) was solely responsible for flux through both the histidine and tryptophan biosynthetic pathways. Compared with the other bifunctional enzymes, its kinetic parameters were relatively poor for both reactions (Table 1 ), yet it conferred substantial growth advantages on S. enterica cells grown in the absence of histidine, or in the absence of both histidine and tryptophan (SI Appendix, Table S1 ). Similarly complex relationships between enzyme activity and organismal fitness were observed when bifunctional variants of ProA were evolved to become responsible for steps in both proline and arginine biosynthesis (12) . Perhaps significantly, HisA(dup13-15/D10G/G102A/G11D/G44E) had the highest measured K M for the HisA substrate, ProFAR (K M ProFAR = 100 μM; Table 1 ).
Structural Analyses. We determined a total of 13 apo and complexed crystal structures of the evolved HisA variants, all of which form similar (βα) 8 barrels (SI Appendix, Figs. S1-S3 and Table S2 ). The long loops on the catalytic face of WT HisA enclose and trigger a structural change in ProFAR before catalysis (Fig. 3A ) (13) . In the apo structures of the evolved variants, active site loops 1, 5, and 6 are partly disordered or open, and phosphate or sulfate ions from the crystallization buffer often mimic the two phosphate groups of ProFAR in the active site. Selected mutants, including some with disabling mutations of the catalytic base (Asp7), also were subjected to cocrystallization or soaking with either ProFAR or the TrpF product analog, reduced 1′-(2′-carboxyphenylamino)-1′-deoxyribulose 5′-phosphate (rCdRP). This resulted in some structures in which the active site loops are more ordered (SI Appendix, Fig. S1 and Table S2 ) allowing us to observe closed, presumably active conformations. Owing to the low affinity of rCdRP, its ligand density was always too poor for unambiguous interpretation. Apart from G44E, all mutations are on the substratebinding, catalytic face of the barrel (Fig. 1C) . Several mutations are on loop 1 and thus are only visible in some of the structures.
The VVR duplication in loop 1, which initially provided TrpF activity, induces a new, extended conformation of loop 1 toward loop 5 that is observed in structures of two bifunctional enzymes and one TrpF specialist, in three different crystal forms (SI Appendix, Fig. S1 ). In this presumably TrpF-active conformation, the duplicated arginine, Arg15[c], is positioned in the active site, available for interaction with the TrpF substrate PRA (Fig. 3B) . A different arginine, Arg143, has an equivalent interaction with rCdRP in the active site of PriA (11) . Another S. enterica mutant with TrpF activity, HisA(L169R) (8), places Arg169 in a similar position (Fig. 3C and SI Appendix, Table S2 ), as does TrpF itself (14) . The appropriate positioning of an arginine appears to be a shared innovation for PRA binding and a catalytically competent active site (11, 14) in the emergence of TrpF activity on the (βα) 8 barrel scaffold.
HisA activity is abolished in HisA(dup13-15) because the extended conformation of loop 1 blocks Trp145 (on loop 5) from interacting with ProFAR (Fig. 3D) . A HisA(W145A) mutant was unable to rescue the histidine auxotrophy of S. enterica ΔhisA, showing that the Trp145-ProFAR interaction is essential for ProFAR isomerase activity. Mutagenesis of the equivalent tryptophan in PriA also destroys HisA activity (11) . The D10G mutation in loop 1, which reintroduced HisA activity into HisA(dup13-15), does not induce any changes in the crystal structure, but is predicted to allow more flexibility of loop 1, so that loop 5 can compete for the active site (Fig. 3D) . To test this hypothesis, we performed NMR relaxation dispersion experiments, which demonstrated that D10G leads to increased conformational dynamics (Fig. 4) . Significant microsecond-millisecond motions were detected at 14 backbone 15 N positions for HisA(dup13-15/D10G), compared with only three positions for HisA(dup13-15) ( Fig. 4D ; and SI Appendix, Fig. S4) . Importantly, the two resonances with the largest dispersions are unique to HisA(dup13-15/D10G) (Fig. 4  A-C) . Thus, the D10G mutation, which confers bifunctionality in presence of dup13-15, leads to increased dynamics of HisA, supporting our hypothesis.
These data suggest that the HisA and TrpF reactions are catalyzed by enzymes adopting mutually exclusive loop conformations, where either loop 1 or loop 5 forms a critical interaction with the substrate (i.e., Arg15 [c] with PRA or Trp145 with ProFAR; Fig. 3D ). Further support for this model is provided by structures containing the Q24L mutation. In what we assume is the TrpFactive conformation of loop 1, the Gln24 side chain flips from its native position, inducing a backbone turn that brings it close to Val15[b] of the duplication, which is on the other strand of the β-hairpin (Fig. 5A) . Q24L thus introduces a new hydrophobic interaction that stabilizes this TrpF-active loop conformation (Fig.  5B) . Val15[b] is mutated to methionine in the variant with the highest TrpF activity (Table 1) . Although V15 [b] M is disordered in the available apo structure of this variant, based on the position of Val15 in the TrpF-active conformation, we can predict that the mutation further stabilizes the interaction with Leu24 (Fig. 5B) . This seems to favor the TrpF-active conformation of loop 1 to the extent that the enzyme can no longer adopt its HisA-active conformation, and HisA activity is lost.
When HisA(dup13-15/D10G/G102A) evolved from HisA(dup13-15/D10G), its diminished performance as a HisA (Fig. 2) was related to an increase in K M ProFAR ( Table 1 ). The structure of HisA(dup13-15/D10G/G102A) (Fig. 5C ) reveals the Ala102 side chain oriented into the binding site for the second phosphate of ProFAR. This phosphate-binding site is not required for PRA binding, as the TrpF substrate is only monophosphorylated (Fig. 1A) . Subsequently, fixation of the mutation V106L in one lineage, after 3,000 generations of evolution (Fig. 1B) , converted the bifunctional generalist into a TrpF specialist. V106L induces a shift of loop 4 that pushes G102A even further, preventing ionic phosphate from binding to the protein in the crystal structure (Fig. 5D) . The blocked phosphate binding site presumably prevents productive binding of ProFAR in the active site and leads to abolished HisA activity. Phenotype-Fitness Relationship. Our data enabled us to relate enzyme phenotype to organismal fitness. We found that the relationship between enzyme performance and growth rate is not linear for either HisA or TrpF activity. Instead, we observed biphasic relationships in which small changes in the activities of low-performance enzymes have large effects on fitness, until a threshold above which large changes in enzyme performance have little effect on fitness. This behavior was marked for growth in the absence of histidine (Fig. 6A) . To assess the effects of single mutations, we added HisA(D10G) to our analysis. In vitro, HisA(D10G) was more active (k cat /K M = 2.6 × 10 5 s
) than the dominant HisA specialist from the evolution experiment, HisA(D10G/G102A); however, the two enzymes conferred identical growth rates on strains grown in the absence of histidine (Fig. 6A) . A threshold at P HisA ∼10 5 s −1 M −1 was sufficient to confer maximal growth, and thus the gene for HisA(D10G/G102A) was maintained in the evolving population for 2,000 generations, despite being one point mutation away from the more active HisA(D10G) variant. The threshold for conferring maximal growth in the absence of tryptophan was substantially lower, at P TrpF ∼50 s −1 M −1 (Fig. 6B) , consistent with the reduced cellular demand for tryptophan (15) .
Discussion
Taken together, our data provide exquisite detail on the evolution of new enzymes via IAD, and on the evolution of new functions on the (βα) 8 barrel scaffold. Unlike other recent studies on the structural mechanisms of transitions in enzyme function (16, 17) , here we have focused on a real-time evolution process in which a population of cells was under continuous selection for essential metabolic functions. Our kinetics emphasize the high sensitivity of selection. Even for a core metabolic process such as tryptophan biosynthesis, very poor catalysts (k cat /K M < 10 2 s
) still can provide sufficient activity to be selectable in an evolving population.
In contrast to results from in vitro evolution (18) , mutations conferring diminishing returns on enzyme performance were not observed as the TrpF evolutionary trajectory proceeded. Instead, the mutation imparting the single largest improvement in TrpF activity, V15[b]M (Fig. 2B) , was among the last to be fixed (Fig.  1B) . As reported previously (19) (20) (21) , this finding suggests epistatic interactions between adaptive mutations. Our structural data (Fig.  5A) suggest that both the VVR duplication and the Q24L substitution are required before the adaptive benefit of V15[b]M can be realized. In addition, the latter part of the evolutionary trajectory might have been influenced by negative selection to lose HisA activity, and thus to prevent potential inhibition of TrpF activity when the HisA substrate ProFAR is also present in the cell. The potential for such inhibitory cross-talk to reduce fitness has been demonstrated in a similar case involving a serendipitous pathway for cofactor biosynthesis (22) . Experiments to test the roles of epistasis and inhibitory cross-talk are ongoing in our laboratories.
Although not observed for enzyme performance, a strong trend of diminishing returns was observed with respect to improving organismal fitness. We identified thresholds for each enzymatic activity above which large changes in enzyme performance elicited only small changes in fitness (Fig. 6) , suggesting that another enzyme in the pathway was now rate-limiting. Similar observations have been reported previously (23, 24) . In our system, this finding has two significant implications. First, selection acted rapidly to take the evolving new activity (TrpF) across its performance threshold. Here 2,000 generations of growth under selection were sufficient to yield HisA(dup13-15/D10G/G102A/Q24L), which conferred near-maximal fitness on S. enterica grown in the absence of exogenous tryptophan (SI Appendix, Table S1 ). Second, the HisA and TrpF performance thresholds were associated with low enzyme activities. This was especially true for TrpF, where enzymes Table 1 and SI Appendix, Table S1 , respectively. (B) Correlation between TrpF performance and growth rate in the absence of tryptophan (in presence of histidine). with catalytic efficiencies on the order of 10 (11) . In E. coli, TrpF is synthesized at a rate of ∼110 molecules per generation when tryptophan is present in the medium, rising by approximately eightfold when the trp operon is derepressed in minimal medium (26) . In our experimental system, the HisA variants were expressed from a constitutive promoter (8) . Even if this artificially increased expression by 1-2 orders of magnitude (making our HisA variants among the most highly expressed metabolic enzymes in each strain), the total intracellular TrpF activities of the evolved S. enterica strains would still be lower than those of E. coli and M. tuberculosis. Thus, some bacteria may have TrpF enzymes that exceed their performance thresholds and have "excess capacity" at this node in the metabolic network (27) .
The (βα) 8 barrel is the most common enzyme fold. Its extraordinary functional diversification is generally ascribed to the mutability of its active site-forming loops. Experimental tests of this hypothesis have focused on engineering by point mutagenesis or loop swaps (28) . Our real-time evolution experiment yielded a different functional innovation, the VVR duplication in loop 1, which would have been difficult to discover with currently used design algorithms and engineering methods. The duplication places Arg15 [c] in an analogous (but not homologous) position to functionally equivalent arginines in HisA(L169R), PriA and TrpF (Fig.  3C) , whereas D10G allows conformational switching between the two mutually exclusive loop orientations that are necessary for TrpF and HisA activities. This emphasizes the important contribution of loop mutability to (βα) 8 barrel evolvability (29, 30) , as well as the potential of this fold's overall loop architecture to enable convergent evolutionary solutions.
Our detailed study of a real-time evolution process explains how mutations acquired under continuous selection can result in structural and functional innovations in the encoded enzymes over a relatively small number of generations. The result is a rich-and at present, largely unpredictable-landscape of evolved proteins.
Materials and Methods
The materials and methods used in this study are summarized below. More detailed information is provided in SI Appendix, Materials and Methods.
Molecular Biology. The cloning of hisA mutants and site-directed mutagenesis were carried out as described previously (13) .
Protein and Ligand Preparation. All proteins were purified as described previously (13) . ProFAR was synthesized as reported previously (13) , and rCdRP was purchased from Chemir.
Enzyme Kinetics. HisA assays were conducted as described previously (13) . TrpF activities were quantified using a coupled spectrophotometric assay (31) .
Mass Spectrometry. Relative expression levels of each HisA variant were determined using multiplexed tandem mass tagging, as described previously (32) .
Structure Determination. Crystallization conditions for each mutant are listed in SI Appendix, Table S2 . Data were collected at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (Grenoble, France), Diamond Light Source (Didcot, U.K.), and PETRA (Hamburg, Germany), and structures were solved by molecular replacement, as described for WT HisA (13) . Data and refinement statistics are provided in SI Appendix, Table S2 .
NMR.

15
N Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill relaxation dispersion experiments were recorded for 15 N-labeled HisA(dup13-15) and HisA(dup13-15/D10G), as described in SI Appendix, Materials and Methods.
